Note that we have a list of concepts related to this story. Concepts are generalized ideas which can be challenged and
stretched. We can do this by questioning the assumptions we make and thinking about alternative perspectives in order to
further shape and define our ideas. The sample questions we have listed will encourage dialogue about the story, but you
can also explore any of the concepts listed using the following question stems.
What is ….
What do you already know about…
Is it the same as….
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What would happen if…
How does… compare to ….
How did the story change your thinking?
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All the farm animals decide to have a competition to find the best bottom in
the farmyard. While they’re all grooming their bottoms, they begin to argue
and then fight. Meanwhile, a frog who’d recently hopped into the farmyard
and assumed he couldn’t enter the competition because he didn’t have a tail
(and what is a bottom without a tail?), straps a bouquet of flowers to his
bottom and takes first prize!
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Is okay to be vain?
Are all competitions good?
How can you decide what is best?
Is it fair to gain an advantage?
Are beauty contests fair?
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